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PART B: Description of the scientific project

Mediterranean cyclones are the most prominent atmospheric system governing intense wind and rainfall in the region. The Mediterranean, in turn, is known to be one of the most sensitive regions to climate change (Giorgi 2006). In the northwestern Mediterranean, the Mistral wind is the most prevalent, having profound impact on the human and natural environment, including air quality, fire risk and wind energy production, to name a few. The Mistral is a strong northerly wind, channeled in the Rhône Valley between the Alps to its east and the Massif Central to its west. In the last decades, the Mistral has been studied in the context of mesoscale orographic flows, as detailed hereafter. However, the large-scale governing atmospheric dynamics of the Mistral have never been studied systematically, nor has the impact of the Mistral on the Mediterranean Sea circulation been quantified climatologically. These two large-scale aspects of the Mistral will be the focus of the proposed WIS-CNRS collaboration. In the following, we outline the state of the art in the field, the scientific interest and originality of the project together with the specific research objectives. We then describe the unique proposed methodological approaches, expected results and end with future perspectives.

The shape of the Rhône Valley, the surrounding mountains and the Mediterranean coastline at the valley exit lead to the genesis of the Mistral under favorable synoptic situations that give rise to the northerly wind direction (Pettre 1982, Jiang et al. 2003). Dedicated field campaigns paved the way for studying the dynamics that underlay the Mistral in the mesoscale: MAP in autumn 1999 (Bougeault et al. 2001), ESMCOMPTe in summer 2001 (Cros et al. 2004) and HyMeX in winter 2013 (Drobinski et al., 2014; Estournel et al., 2016) enabled a detailed view on the variability of the Mistral. The field data and accompanying non-hydrostatic regional model simulations highlighted the typical scales of the Mistral dynamics and the resulting wind variability to be of less than 3 h in time and 10 km in the horizontal scale (Guénard et al. 2005). The governing mechanisms involve interaction with the inversion layer that separates the planetary boundary layer (PBL) from the free troposphere above, together with hydraulic jumps and mountain wakes and further interaction with sea breeze in summer (Drobinski et al. 2005, Guénard et al. 2005, Bastin et al. 2006).

The Mistral outflow in the Gulf of Lions is conductive for strong air-sea interaction, by inducing favorable conditions for heat and freshwater fluxes into the atmosphere and therefore decreased sea-surface temperature (SST) (Lebeaupin Brossier and Drobinski 2009). Mistral-forced SST modifications were shown to decrease precipitation downstream (Berthou et al. 2018), and are potentially an instrumental trigger of deep-water formation, a driver of the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation (Flamant 2003, Lebeaupin Brossier et al., 2011, 2012, Somot et al. 2018).

Case studies indicate that the Mistral occurs in association with a Genoa cyclone, and specifically with its cold sector, where cold and dry continental air from north/northwest is advected along the Rhône valley, towards the cold front (Jiang et al. 2003, Corsmeier et al. 2005, Drobinski et al. 2005, Bastin et al. 2006, Drobinski et al. 2017). Generally in the cold sector of extratropical cyclones, the dry intrusion (DI) airstream is typically located, i.e., synoptic- to large-scale slantwise descending air from the upper troposphere at higher latitudes (Browning 1997, Catto and Raveh-Rubin 2019). The DI reaches the lower troposphere and may interact with the warm sector of the cyclone at the cold front, where convective activity can be triggered (Raveh-Rubin and Wernli 2016). The temperature and moisture contrast between the DI air and the PBL controls the potential instability generated in the lower troposphere, the deepening of the PBL and increased wind gusts (Raveh-Rubin 2017). In addition, DIs are globally associated with intense ocean heat and moisture fluxes (Raveh-Rubin 2017), even when compared climatologically to similar cold front environments (Raveh-Rubin and Catto 2019).

Objectives: The recent global climatological studies confirm the importance of DIs for surface winds, indicating that the DI is potentially a key large-scale feature controlling the Mistral strength, occurrence, variability and impact. Moreover, the Mistral has a pivotal role in building up deep-water formation in the northwestern Mediterranean (Somot et al. 2018). However, the large-scale upper-tropospheric dynamical control of the Mistral has never been systematically examined nor the build-up of deep-water formation by the Mistral during fall and winter. In the proposed research, we aim to place the Mistral in a larger-scale dynamical context, and understand its impact on air-sea interaction extending to the seasonal timescale. Specifically, the three objectives of the proposed collaborative research are to understand

(1) How the large-scale processes affect the strength, occurrence and location of the Mistral,
(2) How the Mistral forces deep water formation in the Gulf of Lions region, and

(3) How these processes evolve in a warming climate

**Methodology:** In the collaborative effort, we will address the research questions by employing the main expertise of both dynamical meteorology groups in CNRS and WIS, in two PhD projects (see Parts C and D). To encompass the multi-scale aspects of the work, unique and complementary data and methodologies will be employed.

Detailed case studies will be carried out to establish our understanding of the underlying mechanisms and understand the role of synoptic-scale forcing, beyond its role in providing the “right” wind direction. Specific key aspects from the case studies will be then quantified as long-term climatologies. For example, case studies may highlight a specific DI-related large-scale feature that plays an important role in triggering or intensifying the Mistral. Specific candidate features may be a specific upper-tropospheric jet configuration conductive for DIs (e.g., Rossby wave breaking, tropopause fold, amplified ridge), a preferred location of DIs that reach the PBL top, lower tropospheric temperature/humidity front characteristics, etc. The specific dynamical feature will be then diagnosed in long-term data, to generalize and quantify the identified link. Statistical bootstrapping methods and principle component analysis will corroborate the long-term climatological studies.

The impact of the Mistral on deep water formation in the Gulf of Lions region will focus on the fall (pre-conditioning ocean mixed layer by Mistral sequences) and winter (deep-water formation triggering) periods of the case studies for the synoptic-scale forcing analysis. A multi-scale analysis (i.e., scale filtering, wavelet, orthogonal decompositions) will be used to quantify the ocean response of Mistral events, to isolate clusters of events with different type of ocean response (e.g. immediate return to its original state, transition to a new stable ocean state, destabilization of the ocean mixed-layer).

**Data and tools:** *Observational data:* We will analyze atmospheric and oceanic data from the HyMeX field campaign special observation periods in autumn 2012 – spring 2013 (Drobinski et al. 2014, Estournel et al. 2016), which provides unprecedented wealth of coupled atmosphere, land and ocean measurements.

*Reanalysis and modeling:* Specific events of interest will be simulated with the non-hydrostatic model COSMO (Steppeler et al. 2003) and the MORCE-MED ocean-atmosphere coupled model (Drobinski et al., 2012), verified against observations. The simulations will be complemented by multi-decadal reanalysis (e.g. ERA-Interim or ERA5 from ECMWF) or hindcast and climate scenarios from the MED-CORDEX regional model simulations (Ruti et al. 2016). The MED-CORDEX simulations combine atmosphere only and ocean-atmosphere simulations driven by ERA-Interim reanalysis (hindcast mode) or by CMIP5 global climate models (historical and scenario simulations). The use of both atmosphere only and ocean-atmosphere coupled simulations allow an unprecedented insight into the build-up of deep-water formation by sequences of Mistral events during the fall and winter seasons. Idealized ocean-atmosphere coupled simulations will also be performed using the MORCE-MED platform to delineate the complex interactions that force deep-water formation.

*Diagnostic tools:* Eulerian and Lagrangian feature-based diagnostic tools will be developed, using the Lagrangian Analysis Tool LAGRANTO 2.0 (Sprenger and Wernli 2015), cyclone identification and tracking (Wernli and Schwierz 2006) and the Lagrangian DI dataset, based on ECMWF ERA Interim reanalysis (Raveh-Rubin 2017), adapted for ERA5 and for the Mediterranean region.

**Expected results and future perspectives:** The collaborative research will build comprehensive quantitative understanding of the most severe Mediterranean wind system and its impact as the driver of dense water formation. Fundamental understanding of the nesting of the Mistral within the synoptic and large-scale dynamics will be achieved through a unique combination of datasets and analysis techniques. Immediate deliverables will be an atlas of characteristic atmospheric environments for the occurrence of the Mistral, and their precursor signals. It is expected that robust regional atmospheric anomaly patterns will highlight a characteristic timescale prior to the Mistral onset, allowing extended predictability of the Mistral, and potentially of the associated Mediterranean heat and freshwater fluxes and dense-water formation episodes. Climatological feature-based datasets of the DIs, Mistral, and associated ocean fluxes will be available for future studies. Often, the Mistral is accompanied by the westerly Tramontane winds (Obermann et al. 2018), and/or
followed by the northeasterly Bora winds in the N. Adriatic. Understanding the large-scale setting in which the Mistral is embedded is expected to shed light on the other regional and local wind systems as well.

The research theme of the WIS group encompasses large-scale and synoptic scale atmospheric dynamics, and its relation to severe weather. Special focus is dedicated to Mediterranean cyclones and extreme weather. The COSMO model is run in the group for single case studies with targeted sensitivity tests. The group develops state-of-the-art feature-based Eulerian and Lagrangian diagnostic tools for use in large reanalysis datasets. Current activities in the group relate to the dynamics of DIs, its triggering mechanism, interaction with fronts and cyclones, role in extreme weather and PBL modification, and impact on the water cycle.

The research theme of the CNRS group encompasses large-scale and synoptic scale atmospheric dynamics, mainly in the Atlantic, and mesoscale processes associated with Mistral dynamics and Mediterranean thermohaline circulation (including deep-water formation). The WRF atmosphere model and NEMO ocean model are run in the group either in idealized configuration, or in atmosphere-only or ocean only mode or in coupled mode in the MORCE-MED platform. Current activities in the group relate to the impact of air-sea interaction in cyclogenesis, to the mesoscale processes driving extreme weather in the Mediterranean (heavy precipitation, droughts) and Mistral and Tramontane regional winds, as well as the Mediterranean ocean circulation at the basin scale and the evolution of the Mediterranean climate.

**PART C: Added-value of the international cooperation**

The ambitious research goals combine for the first time the study of the regional Mistral wind, and a rigorous investigation of their governing large-scale mechanisms and impact on the ocean circulation. Each of the two research pillars is the main expertise of the WIS and CNRS groups, respectively. The proposed research can therefore only be carried out in the framework of full collaboration and continuous exchange between the two PhD students working on the project, and between the two groups in general, facilitated by regular mutual visits of the PIs and PhDs. The added value of the exchange will encompass the sharing of unique feature-based datasets, codes, model simulations and analysis tools, and training of the PhD students on the models and their combined usage. We plan ongoing broad exchange of ideas, expertise and scientific knowledge throughout the project duration. Ideally, we will engage and exchange Master students as well (using other funding sources).

The French team will benefit from the socially relevant knowledge on predictable aspects of the Mistral, potentially leading to future operational research avenues. Comprehensive datasets of large-scale features relevant for Mistral variability will serve as a basis for future studies on Mistral predictability at various time scales (from days to climate scales) and impact on extreme weather.

The Israeli team will extend its expertise towards studying PBL processes, orographic flows and air-sea interaction. They will gain knowledge and experience with detailed analysis of observational data and model verification techniques. Sharing of coupled simulation data will be a valuable source for subsequent studies of air-sea interaction near weather systems, and its role in moisture transport and downstream precipitation.

**PART D: Planned activities**

Two PhD students will work full time on the project. They will collaborate with each other, with both PIs and with other group members. At WIS (PhD 1), the PhD student will work on the large-scale dynamics of the Mistral with Eyal Ilotoviz, Vered Silverman, Reuven Heiblum and Stav Nahum (WIS), in collaboration with the CNRS group and in particular with Gwendal Rivière and Riwal Plougonven. At CNRS (PhD 2), the PhD student will work on the Mistral as a driver for dense-water formation, with additional input from Guillaume Lapeyre, Romain Pennel and Thomas Arsouze from CNRS, and Eyal Ilotoviz, and Vered Silverman from WIS. In the following we outline the planned work timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>: Kickoff meeting of WIS and CNRS groups in France, identify potential events for case studies. Literature review by PhD 1 and 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>: PhD 1 to adapt the global DI definition to the Mediterranean, prepare datasets (ERA5, cyclone tracks), familiarize with analysis codes at WIS. PhD 2 to prepare datasets from the CNRS MED-CORDEX simulations (atmosphere only and ocean-atmosphere coupled simulations) and from HyMeX observations for validation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Months 6-12 | PhD 1 to learn the COSMO model and conduct first simulation for a case study, with additional analysis of ERAS and observations. 
PhD 2 to apply multi-scale filtering on the atmospheric forcing from the WRF atmosphere simulations of the coupled runs and conduct oceanic simulations with NEMO model forced by the filtered forcings.

Months 13 | Second meeting of the two groups, in Israel. PhD 1 and PhD 2 to present the case study at an international conference (e.g. HyMeX, Plinius, AGU or EGU).

Months 14-15 | PhD 1 extended visit to France. 
PhD 2 to lead 1st publication on the impact of Mistral events on deep-water formation during HyMeX period (fall 2012 and winter 2013).

Months 16-19 | PhD 1 to carry out a second case study, identify key large-scale features. 
PhD 2 extended visit to Israel.

Month 20 | PhD 1 to lead 1st publication on the large-scale drivers of the Mistral. 
PhD 2 to configure and run idealized simulations with HyMeX forcing to investigate how initial ocean state affects the response to Mistral events in the pre-conditioning period (fall) and deep-water formation (winter) period.

Months 21-24 | PhD 1 to develop diagnostic tools for climatological study and check the sensitivity to their design. 
PhD 2 to conduct sensitivity analysis from idealized simulations with HyMeX atmospheric forcing.

Months 25-32 | PhD 1 statistical climatology of large-scale dynamics during Mistral, and its impact on Mistral variability in present and future climate. PhD 1 to lead 2nd publication on present-day climatological study. PhD 1 extended visit to France, exchange climatological data for identifying Mistral variability important for air-sea interaction. 
PhD 2 to lead 2nd publication on idealized sensitivity analysis to quantify initial ocean state impact on deep-water formation. PhD 2 extended visit to Israel, evaluate impact of large-scale dynamics and air-sea fluxes on pre-conditioning and deep-water formation using clustering techniques.

Months 33-36 | Third groups meeting; PhD 1 to lead 3rd publication on climatological precursor dynamics and future trends of impactful Mistral events, and write PhD manuscript. PhD 2 to lead 3rd publication on impact of large-scale dynamics and air-sea fluxes on pre-conditioning and deep-water formation and write PhD manuscript.
Presentation at an international conference/workshop (e.g. HyMeX, Plinius, AGU or EGU)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART E : Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD Student fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The travel budget for each year will cover visits of the WIS PI and student to CNRS, and will cover flights, domestic travel and expenses of a 1-week stay in France for the PI, and 4 weeks stay for the PhD (the length of stay may vary slightly from year to year).

| **CNRS** | Year 1 | Year 2 | Year 3 |
|-----------------|
| PhD Student fellowship | 40,927 | 40,927 | 40,927 |
| Travel | 5,000 | 5,000 | 5,000 |
| **Total** | **45,927** | **45,927** | **45,927** |

The PhD student fellowship is based on the 2017 CNRS salary grid for PhD students (gross salary + social charges + employment bonus). The travel budget for each year will cover visits of the CNRS PI and student to WIS, and will cover flights, domestic travel and expenses of a 1-week stay in Israel for the PI, and 4 weeks stay for the PhD (the length of stay may vary slightly from year to year).

PART F: Perspective & external funding

Ecole polytechnique and the Weizmann Institute will support additional funding for short stay visiting scientists and longer stay post-doc on both sides to strengthen the collaboration between Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique and the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences. Opportunities will be sought through bilateral calls (ANR, HCP), in the ENI CBC Med 2014-2020 framework with some project content adjustment (European Neighbouring Instrument – Cross-Border Cooperation in the Mediterranean). We will apply to Israel Ministry of Science - France collaborative calls and Chateaubriand Fellowships of the French Embassy in Israel once issued.
PART G: Scientific quality of the teams
Please refer to the Annex.
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PART I: Ethics
The project does not raise ethical questions.
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